From: Ruth McHargue
Sent: Thursday, June 30, 2016 9:42 AM
To: Consumer Correspondence
Cc: Diane Hood
Subject: FW: To CLK Docket 160021
Attachments: FPL RATE INCREASE; E-Form Other Complaint TRACKING NUMBER 120773; FW PSC Contact Form; I oppose FPL rate increase; I oppose

From: Diane Hood
Sent: Wednesday, June 29, 2016 12:55 PM
To: Ruth McHargue
Subject: To CLK Docket 160021

The attached have been filed as info request to Docket 160021
I just read about the proposed rate increase that FPL had requested. How can they be requesting an increase. Floridians are being squeezed at every turn. With little cooler temperatures to give us a reprieve from the hot summer months, we see a rise in temperature earlier and later during the year. Although temperatures may be set at 77 or 78 during the day and fans on, our houses maintain higher temperatures which means our acs run longer when we get home and try to cool down our houses. That means higher electric bills for longer periods of time. The alternatives of installing solar panels are not realistically affordable. So by FPL increasing their rates just makes it more difficult to continue living in Florida. This also seriously affects the retirees who live in a fixed income. Florida has always made a case for people to come retire to Florida but increasing energy rates will deter those retirees elsewhere. Please closely examine the repercussions of letting FPL get yet another RATE increase.

Thank you,
lifetime Florida resident,

Maria T. Escoto
397 SW 188 Tee
Pembroke Pines, FL. 33029

Sent from my T-Mobile 4G LTE device
< /div>
I live in Miami (33127) and strongly oppose FPL's new rate hike proposal of 23%, which includes a 1% increase in guaranteed profits. FPL, along with most other utilities around the country, are monopolies, so it's beyond disbelief that they continue to spend millions on advertising and sponsorships, then want guaranteed profits in an industry where there is no alternative. It's clear that their marketing budget is solely to try and build goodwill with the public, so they can pass obscene rate hikes like this.

I would encourage PSC to deny this rate hike, and in addition, make it illegal for public utilities to spend money advertising (other than PSA's, such as downed power lines).

Finally, the PSC should also take FPL's environmental record into consideration, which is nowhere close to clean, particularly with the waste dumping from the nuclear plant near Turkey Point. No money from these hikes are earmarked for the clean up or other environmental management efforts.

Thank you,
Keela Briles    954 681 5132

KEELA BRILES
TALENT ACQUISITION EXECUTIVE

212 NE 24TH ST, 2ND FL
MIAMI, FL 33137
KBRILES@JBCSTYLE.COM
(305) 503-0075

Receit - [ri-kroot-er]  Noun: A ROCKSTAR group of JBC search professionals that connect our clients with our exceptional talent. Verb: THE HUNT. To hunt out the talent and brands you otherwise could not reach.
Follow JBCStyle & JBCconnect on LinkedIn and connect with our CEO Bryan Zaslow to grow your network exponentially!
I live in Miami (33127) and strongly oppose FPL's new rate hike proposal of 23%, which includes a 1% increase in guaranteed profits. FPL, along with most other utilities around the country, are monopolies, so it's beyond disbelief that they continue to spend millions on advertising and sponsorships, then want guaranteed profits in an industry where there is no alternative. It's clear that their marketing budget is solely to try and build goodwill with the public, so they can pass obscene rate hikes like this.

I would encourage PSC to deny this rate hike, and in addition, make it illegal for public utilities to spend money advertising (other than PSA's, such as downed power lines).

Finally, the PSC should also take FPL's environmental record into consideration, which is nowhere close to clean, particularly with the waste dumping from the nuclear plant near Turkey Point. No money from these hikes are earmarked for the clean up or other environmental management efforts.

Thank you,
Andrew Bolt
205 910 8008
CUSTOMER INFORMATION
Name: Pedro Ruiz
Telephone: (786) 757-6057
Email: whatruiz@yahoo.com
Address: 14830 SW 151 Terrace Miami FL 33196

BUSINESS INFORMATION
Business Account Name: Diana Rodriguez
Account Number: 9454395584
Address: 14830 SW 151 Terrace Miami FL 33196

COMPLAINT INFORMATION
Complaint: Other Complaint against Florida Power & Light Company
Details:
The intention to increase the electric bill in slaves customers in Florida is a perfect example of both human and company greed. With an assurance profit as CIA., with investments warranty by client is not enough for the greedy owners of this Company.
We as consumers (an as slaves consumers) need protection.
Now is the time to prove if our institutions work with us or are also been bought it.
Contact Information:
Name: LYNDA MILLER
Company: 
Primary Phone: 
Secondary Phone: 
Email: crystalclearglass@bellsouth.net

Response requested? Yes
CC Sent? Yes

Comments:
I do know there is a hearing being held pertaining to FPL's requested rate increase. What I don't understand is how a company can waste huge amounts of money and then request an increase. The amount of money they are spending on advertising, inserts, newspaper, television and of all places, numerous spots on the Superbowl is obscene. Maybe they should make some changes there and leave or rates alone or lower them. Such a huge waste and it's not like we have a choice on what electric company to use. If I wanted to advertise my company like that, my rates would go up too. Then again, not only could I not afford to do that, I couldn't raise everyone's rate to cover it and not go out of business!!